‘Belle Fleur’ Recipe
‘Bow and Embellishment‘
22.6.13

You wil l need:








Our Belle Fleur (pearl Ivory) Blank Laser Cut
Card (LC02)
141mm Cardstock (your chosen stock will
end in C-3: we recommend Silkweave Ivory
(SWI-C-3)
15mm satin ribbon (colour of your choice) :We
chose Rib26-8 Bridal White Col 419 (ivory)
Embellishment: Again your choice but we chose
our Diamante Pearl Circle Mini (DEPCmin-108)
Glues: Gem-Tac or Hot Melt Glue for the
embellishment + super glue Gel
we recommend our Ivory envelopes ENV02-28

This invitation looks so beautiful and so intricate it’s almost embarrassing
how easy it is!!
1. Print your invitation information onto the textured side of the 141mm Silkweave Ivory
Cardstock (or a suitable alternative). The typesetting can be simple and you can add
additional elements if you wish.
2. Get your ‘Belle Fleur Wallet (the pearls are already attached.. yes really!)and go “gosh
that’s beautiful!” Put to one side.
3. Tie a bow with your 15mm ribbon (you’ll need about 25-30 cm per bow but ideally work from
the reel rather than cutting strips as you’ll waste less ribbon) and trim ends at an angle (if
you find bows hard just ask as there’s a recipe for everything!) You might like to heat seal
the ends of the ribbon; carefully hold the fabric near to a naked f lame e.g. a tea light (but
not touching)for a few seconds. the ribbon should not discolour (practice this a bit first with
some ribbon scraps!)
4. Attach your bow with a little super glue gel (gel rather
than liquid)and let it dry.
5. Attach your embellishment with either your gem-tac
(be patient while it dries) or a hot glue gun (instant
sticking satisfaction!)and relax!
6.Slide in your invitation insert and pretend you’re
exhausted.. . .job done!
www.t hehandcraftedcardcompany.c o.uk
Exquisite (you’re so clever!)
01782 639733 (all product codes were correct at the time this recipe was put together)

